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Welcome back, and Happy New Year! Sending you warm wishes for 2021! 

I remember my last half-day of school, way back in December, went by in a rush;

from delivering last-minute Christmas cards to collecting a tub of snails from the

Biology lab (Mum was not very pleased that I had to take them home over the

holidays...!). As I was animatedly wishing friends and teachers all the best for the

new year, it didn't cross my mind once that our time spent at home would

possibly exceed the two-week long festive break. I’m sure that many others feel

the same way that I do - a little deflated, not going to lie :( - but also recognise

why it’s so important to stay at home, The national COVID stats have evolved

rapidly over the past couple of weeks - perhaps a reminder of how fast

circumstances change - and there’s nothing more that we can do than to protect

ourselves and others by social distancing, minimalising inter-household contact

and wearing masks where required. As we lapse back into remote learning, it’s

important to emphasise some key advice to support our mental and physical

wellbeing that was also shared back in March: try and get outdoors, keep in touch

with your friends, embrace time with your family and explore some new hobbies -

perhaps bullet-journaling, coffee-roasting, pilates or coding strikes your fancy? 
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This poem is a really lovely praise of the

strength of human hope and what it can

get us through, which is pretty relevant at

the moment. 

“Hope” is the Thing with Feathers
“Hope” is the thing with feathers -

That perches in the soul -

And sings the tune without the words -

And never stops - at all -

And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard -

And sore must be the storm -

That could abash the little Bird

That kept so many warm -

I’ve heard it in the chillest land -

And on the strangest Sea -

Yet - never - in Extremity,

It asked a crumb - of me.

Emily Dickinson 
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Over the Christmas holidays,

creative juices have been

flowing! Here’s some

examples of work completed

by some of the writers and

artistic columnists of

Quarantimes :) 

Skye  Adamson



Laura Connolly 

EDITOR’S NOTE

As you probably

noticed, we’ve

had another name

change! From

“Quarantimes” to

“The Term Times”

to “Quarantimes:

Here We Go

Again!”, the latest

title is a cheeky

reference to the

Mamma Mia

sequel,

suggested by Mrs

Tevendale!

 Hope you enjoyed

your holidays, and

welcome back to

a brand new year!  
Everyone is going through the same thing - we’re all

stuck at home trying to navigate A LOT of family time; 3

hour long teams lessons and the constant debate of

whether to continue to revise for prelims ;)

 The school is still here to support us. Even if most of us

aren’t physically in school, all the staff are there for us,

whether it be for a confusing maths question, or if

you’re struggling with the workload. In particular,

please remember all the guidance staff are still there to

talk to, about any of your concerns or worries :)

Online school is back... The last live lesson we had on the

19th of June, before the Summer holidays began, was the

last time we all thought we’d have to use Teams whilst

sitting in the comfort of our homes - but woah were we

mistaken! 

We’ve brought back the name ‘Quarantimes’ for the

enjoyment of all pupils and staff, in the hope to once again

inspire, entertain and provide info and updates about

what’s going on in the world around us, to all the members

of the HSD community. Whilst this may feel like a tedious

and slightly unnerving period of time, please be reassured

that: 

1.

2.

So don’t worry - we’ll all get though this tough time

together. If we could get through 2020, I’m sure we’ll be

able to get through this year too!
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see you next
friday!
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